
 

EDITORIAL (22 SEPTEMBER 2018)
                   TODAY’S PROMISES 

 MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE 

 OVERVIEW OF EDITORIALS  

 IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES 

 GRAMMAR RULES RELATED TO ARTICLES/ TONES OF THE 

ARTICLES 

 PREVIOUS DAY VOCAB QUIZ 

 GRAMMATICAL QUESTION 

 IDIOMS AND PHRASES/ ONE WORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

 ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL DEFINITIONS. PDF and much 

more… 

 

 

 

 

          IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Is the NITI Aayog 

relevant”  

 flip-flop (n)    परिवर्तन, change, reversal. 

 Following the sbi Po pattern , there was also a flip-flop in the ibps 

pattern also. 

 Bewildering (v/adj)    उलझन में डालना, confusing. 

 The reasoning section of SBI PO was full of bewildering puzzles.  

 Clarify (v)   स्पष्ट किना, make clear. 

 I will clarify all your doubts regarding English in IBPS clerk session 

at 8 pm tonight.  

 Foresee (v)    पूवातनुमान, guess. 

 Looking at the weather we can foresee a heavy rain in the coastal 

areas. 

 Retaliation (n)    प्रतर्शोध , revenge. 

 India will try to take retaliation from England in the next test series.  

 call off(ph.v)  िद्द किना, cancel. 

 Taking the conflict at the border line very seriously , India called off 

the meeting with Pakistan.  

 Provocation(n) उकसावा, motivation. 

 His friend provoked him to talk to the girl and when he did so, he 

was slapped bitterly. 

 Firm(adj) दृढ़, determined. 

 Your goal should be firm in spite all issues in your life. 

  furnish(v)  प्रस्रु्र् किना, represent. 

 The police asked the cashier to furnish all the documents of the 

company that he kept secretly at his home.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “For liberty’s sake”  

 Unveil(v)    खोलना, open. 

 The convict unveiled all the secrets in the court. 

 Stalemate(n)    स्थिस्ि में अवरोध,  

 The Indo-pak talks are always put in stalemate situation. 

 Erosion(n)    कटाव, gradual destruction. 

 A small misunderstanding can lead to erosion in any relationship.  

 Constraint(n)    बाधा, issues 

 Don’t worry about the constraints, just walk ahead and get success. 

 Oscillate(v)    डगमगाना, swing. 

 My friend did not join army as he was oscillating between Defence 

services and civil services. 

 Cajole(v)    फुसलाना, persuade. 



 
 My mother used to cajole me whenever I used to ask for toys in my 

childhood. 

 Haven(n)    आश्रय, shelter. 

 There were no havens for the flood affected people of Kerala for the 

first few days. 

 Kinetic(adj)   गस्िज,  resulting from motion. 

 It is the kinetic energy that will force you to rise again against the 

odds. 

 Refrain(v)    बचना, to keep away our parents always suggest us to 

refrain ourselves fromvbad company. 

 Affinity(n)    आत्मीयिा, closeness. 

 Sholey movie is an example of affinity between jai and veeru. 

 Illusory(adj)    छल का, not real. 

 Generally a magic show of a magician is full of illusory acts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

TOLL FREE No :  1800-103-5225 (9 am to 6 pm 

https://mahendras.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnsEKzKeEyE

